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1. Interlayer Polarization Registry Index of Bilayer h-BN 

1.1 Density functional theory computational details 

The initial structure of the h-BN bilayer was constructed from two relaxed monolayers (with a lattice 

constant of 𝑎 = 2.51 Å ) stacked at the 𝐴𝐵  configuration with an interlayer distance of ℎ0 =

3.352 Å . Bilayer geometry optimization was then performed using the Broyden–Fletcher–

Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm1 with a force threshold of 1 × 10−5 Ry/bohr. The coordinates 

of the relaxed 𝐴𝐵  stacked h-BN bilayer are given at the end of this supplementary document. 

Polarization calculations were performed for vertically flexible shifted bilayer configurations of a 

parallelly stacked h-BN bilayer, where for each shift, the optimization allowed for relaxation of the 

vertical atomic positions with fixed lateral coordinates. 

Geometry relaxation and out-of-plane polarization of the h-BN bilayer at various stacking modes 

was calculated via density functional theory using the plane-wave pseudopotential Quantum 

Espresso (QE) package.2 The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient exchange 

correlation functional was used along with the scalar-relativistic projector augmented wave (PAW) 

description of the core electrons.3 Van der Waals (vdW) interlayer interactions were evaluated using 

the Grimme-D3 dispersion correction with Becke-Johnson (BJ) damping.4, 5 The plane wave cutoff 

energy was set to 60 Ry with a k-mesh of 12×12×1 points using the Monkhorst-pack6 scheme. A 

vacuum size of 10 nm along the normal direction was used to avoid interactions between adjacent 

bilayer images. To evaluate the vertical polarization of the system, the dipole correction was 

implemented and the resulting difference between the electrostatic potential values obtained above 

the top and below the bottom surfaces was calculated. 

To verify the suitability of the PBE density functional approximation, we performed an additional 

single-point polarization calculation of the PBE optimized 𝐴𝐵  stacked h-BN bilayer, using the 

Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE)7-10 screened-exchange hybrid density functional. The minor 

differences in the electrostatic potential drop obtained using the two approximations (97 meV for 

HSE versus 103 meV for PBE) and their agreement with recent experimental measurements(109 

meV)11 indicate the suitability of the PBE approximation for the polarization calculations. 

 

1.2 Global polarization registry index parameterization 

The global polarization registry index for h-BN (𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼ℎ−BN) was calculated via equations (1)-(2) of 

the main text. The Gaussian width parameterization was performed against a set of ground state 

laterally periodic DFT calculations (see supporting information (SI) section 1.1 above) of the 

relevant bilayer at different interlayer stackings, obtained by a relative interlayer shift along the 

armchair direction in steps of 0.1 Å. The fitting was performed by scanning all Gaussian width 
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parameters with a step of 0.01𝑎/√3 (𝑎 being the interlayer lattice constant of the relevant material) 

in the range 0.0 - 0.5 𝑎/√3 . For each set of parameters, the average difference between the 

𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼ℎ−BN and normalized DFT predictions along the sliding path was recorded. The parameters 

producing the minimal average difference along the entire path were chosen as the optimal set. Table 

S1 presents the corresponding Gaussian widths and the average differences between the reference 

DFT values and the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼ℎ−𝐵𝑁  results obtained using the optimal parameter set and the 

corresponding standard deviation. 

 

Table S1. Fitted 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼ℎ−𝐵𝑁 parameters for bilayer h-BN. The effective Gaussian width of each 

atomic pair appearing in the table is given in units of 𝑎/√3, where 𝑎 is the lattice constant (𝑎ℎ−𝐵𝑁 =

2.51 Å). Average (�̅�) difference between the normalized reference DFT potential drop profile and 

the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼ℎ−𝐵𝑁  results and the corresponding standard deviation (𝜎) obtained using the optimal 

parameter sets are provided. 

 

h-BN Parameter 

𝜎𝐵
𝑁(𝜎𝑁

𝐵) 0.22 

�̅� 0.0094 

𝜎 0.0103 

 

The polarization profiles calculated for rigid (using an interlayer distance of 3.35 Å) and vertically 

flexible shifts along the armchair h-BN direction are compared in Fig. S1. The figure demonstrates 

that vertical geometry relaxation has minor (less than 6%) influence on the bilayer polarization and 

that the PRI captures well both profiles. Notably, this demonstrates that PRI calculations using rigid 

model systems provide valuable predictions. 

 

Figure S1. Polarization profiles calculated using DFT (open circles) and the GPRIℎ−BN (full lines) 

for rigid (red) and vertically relaxed (blue) shifts along the armchair direction. The x-axis is 

normalized to the intralayer lattice constant of h-BN (𝑎 = 2.51Å). 
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1.3 Unnormalized polarization profiles 

In Fig. 1b of the main text we show the normalized DFT polarization profile calculated by the 

method described in section 1.1. For completeness, in Fig. S2 we present the reference DFT curve 

(blue) without normalization for bilayer h-BN. Furthermore, in Fig. 3b, Fig. 4b, and Fig. 4f of the 

main text we presented potential drop calculations performed for a set of nudged elastic band 

(NEB)12 intermediate image configurations between the high symmetry stacking modes along the 

sliding path of a few transition metal dichalcogenide interfaces. While this was not required for h-

BN, for completeness we present in Fig. S2 a polarization profile calculated for a set of h-BN NEB 

images (red curve) connecting between the 𝐴𝐵 and 𝐵𝐴 stacking configurations (see Fig. 1a). These 

calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)13 with the PBE 

generalized-gradient exchange-correlation density functional approximation3 augmented by the 

Grimme-D3 dispersion correction with Becke-Johnson (BJ)4, 5 damping.  

The core electrons of the metal and chalcogen atoms were treated via the scalar-relativistic PAW 

approach. The plane wave energy cutoff was taken to be 850 eV and a k mesh of 12×12×1 points 

was used. A vertical vacuum size of 10 nm was set to avoid interactions between adjacent bilayer 

images. The atomic positions of the NEB images were relaxed with a force threshold of 

1 × 10−3  eV/Å. To evaluate the vertical polarization, single point calculations were performed on 

the minimized NEB images, employing the dipole moment correction.  

 

 

Figure S2. DFT polarization profiles for vertically relaxed shifts (blue curve) and NEB images (red 

curve) along the armchair direction for parallelly stacked bilayer h-BN. The x-axis is normalized to 

the intralayer lattice constant of h-BN (𝑎 = 2.51Å).  

 

1.4 Two-dimensional global polarization registry index 

In Fig. 1d of the main text we presented the normalized two-dimensional (2D) DFT potential drop 

landscapes. For completeness, in Fig. S3 we present the corresponding unnormalized 2D DFT 

polarization landscape (Fig. S3a) and the difference between 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼ℎ−𝐵𝑁  landscape and the 

normalized DFT data (Fig. S3b). The latter demonstrates that the maximal differences are lower 

than 10%. 
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Figure S3. (a) Two-dimensional DFT polarization landscape without normalization and (b) the 

difference between the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼ℎ−𝐵𝑁 landscape and the normalized DFT data presented in Fig. 1d of 

the main text. The axes are normalized by the intralayer lattice constant of h-BN (𝑎 = 2.51Å). Color 

bars appear to the right of each panel. 

 

1.5 Structural relaxation for local polarization registry index 

In the main text, we presented a local polarization registry index (𝐿𝑃𝑅𝐼ℎ−𝐵𝑁) analysis of surface 

reconstruction in twisted h-BN bilayer. To this end, a 0.5° twisted 𝐴𝐵 stacked h-BN bilayer was 

generated using the LAMMPS package14 with lateral periodic boundary conditions. In the vertical 

direction a sufficiently large vacuum size of 10 nm was applied to avoid spurious interactions 

between adjacent bilayer images. Intralayer and interlayer interactions were described via the 

Tersoff15 intralayer potential and the dedicated registry dependent interlayer potential (ILP),16, 17 

respectively. We first optimized the geometry of the top layer atoms with fixed supercell size using 

the Fire algorithm18 with a force tolerance of 10−4 eV/Å while fixing the positions of the bottom 

layer atoms to mimic the effect of a rigid substrate. This was followed by optimization of the 

supercell dimensions using the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm19 with a force tolerance of 

10−3 eV/Å  while scaling the rigid bottom layer according to the simulation box size. This approach 

is the same as the one recently used in a previous study.20   
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2. Interlayer Polarization Registry Index of homogeneous 𝟐𝑯 TMD bilayers 

2.1 Density functional theory computational details 

The out-of-plane polarization of homogeneous 2𝐻 TMD bilayers (MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2) 

at various stacking modes was calculated at the same level of theory presented in section 1.1 for h-

BN bilayer, for which the scalar-relativistic PAW pseudopotentials were used. The coordinates of 

the 𝐴𝐵  stacked TMD bilayers are given at the end of this supplementary document. Table S2 

summarizes the intralayer lattice constants (𝑎), the interlayer distances (ℎ0, defined as the vertical 

distance between neighboring chalcogen atom in the adjacent layers), and the calculated potential 

drops of the relaxed 𝐴𝐵 stacked homogeneous 2𝐻 TMD bilayers. Our results are in good agreement 

with those calculated in Ref. 21 and are generally somewhat higher than the computational values 

reported in Ref. 11. The latter can be attributed to the differences in the interlayer distances, that 

were taken as their bulk values in Ref. 11, whereas herein they have been optimized. As may be 

expected22, the experimental values are found to be consistently lower than the calculated values, 

probably due to the limitations of the local potential measurements under external bias and screening 

effects due to contaminants accumulating atop the surface. 

 

Table S2. DFT structural parameters and potential drops of the various 𝐴𝐵 stacked homogeneous 

TMD bilayers. For comparison, previously reported experimental and computational potential drops 

are provided. 

 

System 𝑎 (Å) ℎ0 (Å) 
Δ𝜙 (meV) 

This work Theory21 Theory11 Experiment11 

MoS2 3.156 2.95 76 69 64 47 

MoSe2 3.284 3.06 75 67 66 57 

WS2 3.157 2.97 62 63 66 56 

WSe2 3.287 3.10 65 66 56 56 

 

Similar to section 1.1 for h-BN bilayer, HSE level of calculations were performed to support the 

results. The details of the calculations, other than the density functional approximation, were the 

same as those used in the PBE calculations. For example, for 𝐴𝐵 stacked WSe2 bilayer, the potential 

drop obtained using HSE is 70 meV, compared to 65 meV by PBE. The abovementioned 

calculations (at both the PBE and HSE levels of theory) were performed using scalar-relativistic 

PAW pseudopotentials. To evaluate the effect of the scalar-relativistic approximation on the 

calculated potential drop, we repeated the calculations for 𝐴𝐵  stacked WSe2 bilayer using full 

relativistic PAW pseudopotentials including spin-orbit interaction yielding a potential drop value of 

71 meV, in excellent agreement with the scalar-relativistic result. 
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2.2 Global polarization registry index parameterization 

The global polarization registry index for homogeneous 2𝐻 TMD bilayers (𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑇𝑀𝐷) is the 

same as that described in SI section 1.2 above for h-BN bilayer. Table S3 presents the corresponding 

Gaussian widths, the average differences between the reference DFT values and the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑇𝑀𝐷 

results obtained using the optimal parameter set, and the corresponding standard deviation. 

 

Table S3. Fitted 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑇𝑀𝐷 parameters for several homogeneous TMD bilayers. The effective 

Gaussian width of each atomic pair appearing in the table is given in units of 𝑎/√3, where 𝑎 is the 

corresponding lattice constant (see Table S2). Average (�̅�) difference between the normalized 

reference DFT potential drop profile and the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑇𝑀𝐷 results and the corresponding standard 

deviation (𝜎) obtained using the optimal parameter sets are provided. 

MoS2 Parameter WS2 Parameter 

𝜎𝑀𝑜
𝑆 (𝜎𝑆

𝑀𝑜) 0.15 𝜎𝑊
𝑆 (𝜎𝑆

𝑊) 0.19 

�̅� 0.028 �̅� 0.051 

𝜎 0.022 𝜎 0.033 

MoSe2 Parameter WSe2 Parameter 

𝜎𝑀𝑜
𝑆𝑒 (𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑀𝑜) 0.15 𝜎𝑊
𝑆𝑒(𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑊) 0.17 

�̅� 0.024 �̅� 0.045 

𝜎 0.024 𝜎 0.041 

 

In Fig. 2b of the main text, the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑀𝑜𝑆2 results are compared to the reference DFT data. For 

completeness, we present in Fig. S4 the reference DFT polarization curves and the corresponding 

optimal 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑇𝑀𝐷 profiles for the other three TMD bilayers considered. For each figure, the x-

axis is normalized to the intralayer lattice constant of the corresponding TMD (see Table S2), and 

the DFT curve is normalized by the potential drop calculated for the 𝐴𝐵 stacked bilayer (see Table 

S2).   

 

 

Figure S4. Polarization profiles of parallelly stacked homogeneous (a) WS2, (b) MoSe2, and (c) 

WSe2 bilayers calculated using DFT (blue open circles) and the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑊𝑆2  (full red line) for 

vertically relaxed shifts along the armchair direction. 
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2.3 Comparison between vertically relaxed and nudged elastic band 𝑴𝒐𝑺𝟐  polarization 

profiles 

In Figs. 3b, 4b and 4f of the main text we presented polarization results of images along a nudged 

elastic band chain connecting the high symmetry stacking modes along the sliding path of a 

1𝑇’ 𝑊𝑇𝑒2  bilayer and the heterojunctions of 𝑊𝑆2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2  and 𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2 , respectively. The 

corresponding results for 𝑀𝑜𝑆2 (Fig. 2 of the main text) have been obtained via vertically relaxed 

shifts calculations. For completeness, in Fig. S5 we compare the 𝑀𝑜𝑆2 vertically relaxed shifts 

polarization calculations (blue line) to nudged elastic band results (red). The level of theory used in 

these calculations was the same as that described in SI section 1.3 above for h-BN bilayer with a 

plane wave energy cutoff of 600 eV. The good agreement between the two polarization profiles 

justifies our use of the nudged elastic band approach for the other bilayer systems considered. 

 

 

Figure S5. DFT polarization profiles for vertically relaxed shifts (blue curve, calculated by QE) and 

NEB images (red curve, calculated by VASP) along the armchair direction for parallelly stacked 

bilayer 𝑀𝑜𝑆2 . The x-axis is normalized to the intralayer lattice constant of 𝑀𝑜𝑆2  (𝑎𝑀𝑜𝑆2
=

3.156 Å).  

 

 

2.4 Unnormalized polarization profiles 

For the parameterization of the polarization registry index we presented in Fig. 2b of the main text 

normalized DFT polarization profiles of the various systems considered. For completeness, we 

present in Fig. S6 the original (unnormalized) DFT curves. 
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Figure S6. DFT polarization profiles for homogeneous (a) MoS2, (b) WS2, (c) MoSe2, and (d) WSe2 

bilayers. The x-axis of each panel is normalized to the intralayer lattice constant of the corresponding 

TMD (see Table S2). 

 

2.5 Two-dimensional global polarization registry index 

In Fig. 2d of the main text we present a comparison between the normalized two-dimensional DFT 

potential drop map of MoS2 bilayer and the corresponding 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑀𝑜𝑆2  landscape. For 

completeness, in Fig. S7 we present the unnormalized DFT results and the difference between the 

normalized DFT and 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑀𝑜𝑆2 maps. The latter demonstrates that the maximal differences are 

lower than 10%. 

 

 

Figure S7. (a) Two-dimensional DFT polarization landscape without normalization and (b) the 

difference between the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑀𝑜𝑆2 landscape and the normalized DFT data presented in Fig. 2d 

of the main text. The axes are normalized by the intralayer lattice constant of MoS2 

(𝑎𝑀𝑜𝑆2
= 3.156 Å). Color bars appear to the right of each panel. 
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2.6 Structural relaxation for local polarization registry index 

In the main text, we presented a local polarization registry index (𝐿𝑃𝑅𝐼2𝐻−𝑀𝑜𝑆2) analysis of surface 

reconstruction in twisted MoS2 bilayer. To this end, a 0.5° twisted 𝐴𝐵 stacked 𝑀𝑜𝑆2 bilayer was 

generated using the LAMMPS14 package. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the lateral 

directions. In the vertical direction a sufficiently large vacuum size of 10 nm was applied to avoid 

spurious interactions between adjacent bilayer images. The intralayer interactions were described 

via the second-generation reactive empirical bond order (REBO) potential,23 and the interlayer 

interactions were calculated by a dedicated registry dependent interlayer potential.24 The Fire 

algorithm with a force tolerance of 10−6  eV/Å was used to relax the structure (including the box 

size) keeping the lower sulfur atomic sublayer of the bottom MoS2 layer fixed to mimic the effect 

of a rigid substrate. 
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3. Interlayer Polarization Registry Index of bilayer 1𝑻’-WTe2 

3.1 Density functional theory computational details 

In the case of 1𝑇’ − 𝑊𝑇𝑒2we found that using vertically relaxed structures along the sliding path 

results in an unsmooth polarization profile. Therefore, we resorted to nudged elastic band 

calculations to obtain intermediate interlayer configurations between the high symmetry stacking 

modes along the sliding path.12 For the sliding along the x-direction, we chose the lowest energy 

stacking modes I and II, whose initial structures are given in Ref. 25 herein (the coordinates of 

stacking mode II are given at the end of this file, the corresponding coordinates of mode I can be 

obtained via a mirror reflection of those of mode II along the lateral plane), as our anchors and 

stretched the image bands between them along the positive and negative x sliding directions. For 

the sliding along the y-direction, we chose stacking modes II for both anchors and stretched the 

image bands along a full lattice period in the y-direction. The DFT level of theory is the same as 

that described in SI section 1.1 above for h-BN bilayer using a plane wave energy cutoff of 500 eV.  

 

3.2 Global polarization registry index parameterization 

The parameterization procedure of the global polarization registry index of 1𝑇’ − 𝑊𝑇𝑒2 bilayer 

(𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2) is similar to that described in SI section 1.2 above for the h-BN bilayer. Here, 

however, to account for the different vertical distances between inequivalent 𝑊 and 𝑇𝑒 atoms on 

adjacent layers, the projected overlaps are scaled by an exponential function, introducing the 

exponent, 𝛼, as an additional fitting parameter (see Eqs. (3) and (4) of the main text). Due to the 

lack of structural symmetry in the two lateral directions, the DFT polarization curves along the x- 

and y- sliding paths are fitted simultaneously. In Fig. 3b of the main text we compared the 

𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 and reference DFT polarization profiles along the x-direction. For completeness, we 

present a similar comparison along the y-direction in Fig. S8, showing good agreement between the 

𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 and the reference DFT results. 

 

Figure S8. 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 (full red line) and DFT (blue open circles) polarization profiles of 1𝑇’ −
𝑊𝑇𝑒2 shifted along the y-direction. The DFT curves are normalized by the potential drop calculated 

for stacking mode III (Δ𝜙max = 64 𝑚𝑒𝑉 , see Fig, 3a of the main text). The 𝑥-axis values are 

normalized to the intralayer lattice constant of 1T’ WTe2 along the 𝑦 direction (𝑏 = 3.47 Å). 
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Table S4 presents the Gaussian widths, 𝛼, and the average differences between the reference DFT 

values and the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 results obtained using the optimal parameter set and the corresponding 

standard deviation. 

 

Table S4. Fitted 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 parameters for the 1𝑇’ − 𝑊𝑇𝑒2 bilayer. The Gaussian width of each 

atomic pair appearing in the table is given in units of 𝑎, where 𝑎 is the intralayer lattice constant 

along the x direction (𝑎1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2
= 6.26 Å) . Average (�̅�)  difference between the normalized 

reference DFT potential drop profile and the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 results and the corresponding standard 

deviation (𝜎) obtained using the optimal parameter sets are provided. 

 

1𝑇’-WTe2 Parameter 

𝜎𝑊1

𝑇𝑒1(𝜎𝑇𝑒1

𝑊1 ) 0.01 

𝜎𝑊1

𝑇𝑒2(𝜎𝑇𝑒2

𝑊1 ) 0.16 

𝜎𝑊2

𝑇𝑒1(𝜎𝑇𝑒1

𝑊2 ) 0.07 

𝜎𝑊2

𝑇𝑒2(𝜎𝑇𝑒2

𝑊2 ) 0.18 

𝛼 (Å−1) 0.77 

�̅� 0.030 

𝜎 0.031 

 

To explain the origin of the large differences seen in Table S4 between the Gaussian widths 

associated with 𝑇𝑒1 and 𝑇𝑒2 atomic positions, Bader26 charge analysis was performed for stacking 

mode II (see Fig. 3a of the main text) of the 1𝑇’ − 𝑊𝑇𝑒2  bilayer. The atomic Bader charges 

appearing in Fig. S9 indeed associate a considerably lower effective charge to the 𝑇𝑒1  atomic 

positions as compared to their 𝑇𝑒2 counterparts, justifying the larger Gaussian width required for 

the latter in the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 expression. Notably, all W positions bare similar Bader charges. 

 

 

Figure S9. Bader charge analysis of a mode II stacked 1𝑇’ − 𝑊𝑇𝑒2  bilayer. Atomic labels are 

shown on the bilayer illustration. Top (bottom) layer atoms are marked with the label t(b). 
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3.3 Comparison between NEB and vertically flexible shifts polarization profiles 

As discussed in the main text, for 1𝑇’ − 𝑊𝑇𝑒2 we found that vertically flexible shift calculations 

are insufficient to obtain smooth polarization profiles. Therefore, we resorted to nudged elastic band 

calculations (see Fig. 3b of the main text). To demonstrate this, in Fig. S10 we compare the 

polarization profiles (without normalization) obtained using vertically relaxed shifts (blue) and 

nudged elastic band calculations (red). The level of DFT theory in these calculations is the same as 

that used for the h-BN bilayer in section 1.1 above. Clearly, both curves show similar qualitative 

behavior with the nudged elastic band approach producing a much more regular curve. 

 

 

Figure S10. Bilayer 1𝑇’ 𝑊𝑇𝑒2  DFT polarization profiles along (a) the x- and (b) y-directions, 

obtained via vertically relaxed shift calculations (blue curve, calculated by QE) and the NEB 

approach (red curve, calculated by VASP). 

 

 

3.4 The calculation of the local polarization registry index 

The calculation of the local polarization registry index of a given atom in 1𝑇’ − 𝑊𝑇𝑒2 

(𝐿𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2)  relies on averaging the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2  values calculated for 4 atomic quartets 

(defining a unit cell within the layer) including the given atom and three of 10 of its intralayer 

neighbors. For example, the 10 neighbors considered in the calculation of the 𝐿𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 of a 𝑇𝑒 

atom are presented in Fig. S11, where the 𝐿𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2  is obtained by first evaluating the 

𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2  for following atomic quartets  {0 1 2 3} , {0 3 4 5} , {0 6 7 8} , {0 8 9 10}  (0 

representing the given 𝑇𝑒 atom) and then averaging over the four results. 
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Figure S11. Side view (a) and top view (b) of an 1𝑇’ − 𝑊𝑇𝑒2 single layer containing 3 × 3 unit 

cells. The external 𝑇𝑒  sublayer atoms (marked in white in panel (a)) are not included in the 

𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 calculation of the bilayer. For clarity of the presentation, these atoms are omitted in 

panel (b). The dashed lines in panel (b) mark a 2 × 2 supercell. The 10 neighbors of the central 𝑇𝑒 

atom used for the calculation of the 𝐿𝑃𝑅𝐼1𝑇’−𝑊𝑇𝑒2 are labeled by the numbers 1-10. 
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4. Interlayer Registry of heterogeneous 𝟐𝑯 TMD bilayers  

4.1 Density functional theory computational details 

The DFT polarization curves of heterogeneous bilayers formed between MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and 

WSe2 were calculated at the same level of DFT theory described in SI section 1.1 above, with a 

plane wave energy cutoff of 600 eV. The calculations have been performed using NEB images, 

similar to those discussed in SI section 1.3 above. Specifically, we chose the lowest energy 𝐴𝐵 and 

𝐵𝐴 stacking modes (see Fig. 4a, 4e) as our anchors and stretched the image bands between them 

along the positive and negative armchair directions. For the heterogeneous interfaces the lateral 

lattice vectors of the bilayer were chosen as the average of the corresponding lattice vectors of the 

relaxed individual layers, which are stretched or compressed accordingly to form the bilayer 

supercell. The coordinates of the 𝐴𝐵 stacked heterogenous bilayers are given at the end of this 

document. 

Table S5 summarizes the structural parameters (lattice constants, 𝑎, and interlayer distances, ℎ0, 

determined by the vertical distance between neighboring chalcogen atom in the adjacent layers) and 

the potential drops obtained for the six relaxed heterogeneous bilayers considered.  

 

Table S5. DFT structural parameters obtained for the various TMD heterogenous bilayers relaxed 

at their 𝐴𝐵 stacking mode and the corresponding potential drops across the bilayer calculated for 

the 𝐴𝐵, and 𝐵𝐴 stacking modes. 

 

System 𝑎 (Å) ℎ0 (Å) 
Δ𝜙 (meV) 

𝐴𝐵 𝐵𝐴 

WS2/MoS2 3.187 2.897 126 -36 

WSe2/MoSe2 3.286 3.003 124 -23 

MoSe2/MoS2 3.251 2.908 214 54 

WSe2/WS2 3.252 2.942 168 12 

WSe2/MoS2 3.252 2.913 247 88 

MoSe2/WS2 3.252 2.942 135 -20 

 

 

4.2 Global polarization registry index parameterization 

The parameterization procedure of the global polarization registry index of heterogeneous TMD 

bilayers (𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑀1𝑋1/𝑀2𝑋2) is similar to that described in SI section 1.2 above for the h-BN bilayer. 

Table S6 presents the corresponding Gaussian widths, the average differences between the reference 

DFT values and the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑀1𝑋1/𝑀2𝑋2  results obtained using the optimal parameter set, and the 

corresponding standard deviation. 
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Table S6. Fitted 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑀1𝑋1/𝑀2𝑋2 parameters for several heterogeneous TMD bilayers. The effective 

Gaussian width of each atomic pair appearing in the table is given in units of 𝑎/√3, where 𝑎 is the 

corresponding supercell lattice constant (see Table S5). Average (�̅�)  difference between the 

normalized reference DFT potential drop profile and the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑀1𝑋1/𝑀2𝑋2  results and the 

corresponding standard deviation (𝜎) obtained using the optimal parameter sets are provided. 

WS2/MoS2 Parameter WSe2/MoSe2 Parameter 

𝜎𝑊
𝑆 (𝜎𝑆

𝑊) 0.22 𝜎𝑊
𝑆𝑒(𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑊) 0.21 

𝜎𝑀𝑜
𝑆 (𝜎𝑆

𝑀𝑜) 0.12 𝜎𝑀𝑜
𝑆𝑒 (𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑀𝑜) 0.10 

𝜎𝑊
𝑀𝑜(𝜎𝑀𝑜

𝑊 ) 0.18 𝜎𝑊
𝑀𝑜(𝜎𝑀𝑜

𝑊 ) 0.22 

𝜎𝑆
𝑆 0.16 𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑆𝑒 0.2 

�̅� 0.025 �̅� 0.028 

𝜎 0.029 𝜎 0.033 

MoSe2/MoS2 Parameter WSe2/WS2 Parameter 

𝜎𝑀𝑜
𝑆𝑒 (𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑀𝑜) 0.02 𝜎𝑊
𝑆𝑒(𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑊) 0.07 

𝜎𝑀𝑜
𝑆 (𝜎𝑆

𝑀𝑜) 0.32 𝜎𝑊
𝑆 (𝜎𝑆

𝑊) 0.28 

𝜎𝑀𝑜
𝑀𝑜 0.08 𝜎𝑊

𝑊 0.13 

𝜎𝑆
𝑆𝑒(𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑆 ) 0.06 𝜎𝑆
𝑆𝑒(𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑆 ) 0.10 

�̅� 0.042 �̅� 0.039 

𝜎 0.056 𝜎 0.047 

WSe2/MoS2 Parameter MoSe2/WS2 Parameter 

𝜎𝑀𝑜
𝑆𝑒 (𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑀𝑜) 0.01 𝜎𝑊
𝑆𝑒(𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑊) 0.10 

𝜎𝑊
𝑆 (𝜎𝑆

𝑊) 0.34 𝜎𝑀𝑜
𝑆 (𝜎𝑆

𝑀𝑜) 0.23 

𝜎𝑊
𝑀𝑜(𝜎𝑀𝑜

𝑊 ) 0.21 𝜎𝑊
𝑀𝑜(𝜎𝑀𝑜

𝑊 ) 0.17 

𝜎𝑆
𝑆𝑒(𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑆 ) 0.19 𝜎𝑆
𝑆𝑒(𝜎𝑆𝑒

𝑆 ) 0.19 

�̅� 0.046 �̅� 0.031 

𝜎 0.055 𝜎 0.032 

 

In Fig. 4b and 4f of the main text we compared the DFT polarization curves of 𝑊𝑆2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2 and 

𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2  heterogeneous bilayers to the corresponding 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑊𝑆2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2  and 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2 

profiles. For completeness, we present in Fig. S12 below the comparison for the other four 

heterogeneous bilayer models considered. The x-axis of each panel is normalized to the intralayer 

lattice constant of the corresponding model (see Table S5), and the DFT curve is normalized by the 

potential drop calculated for the corresponding 𝐴𝐵 stacked bilayer (see Table S5). 
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Figure S12. Polarization profiles of parallelly stacked (a) 𝑊𝑆𝑒2/𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2  (b) 𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2  (c) 

𝑊𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2, and (d) 𝑊𝑆𝑒2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2 heterogeneous TMD bilayers calculated using DFT (blue open 

circles) and the 𝐺𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑀1𝑋1/𝑀2𝑋2 (full red lines) along the armchair direction.  

 

4.3 Comparison between NEB and vertically flexible shifts polarization profiles 

As discussed in the main text, for  the 𝑊𝑆2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2 and 𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2 heterogeneous interfaces we 

found that vertically flexible shift calculations are insufficient to obtain smooth polarization profiles. 

Therefore, we resorted to nudged elastic band calculations (see Figs. 4b and 4f of the main text). To 

demonstrate this, in Fig. S13 we compare the polarization profiles (without normalization) obtained 

using vertically relaxed shifts (blue) and nudged elastic band calculations (red). The level of DFT 

theory in these calculations is the same as that used for the h-BN bilayer in section 1.1 above. Clearly, 

both curves show similar qualitative behavior with the nudged elastic band approach producing a 

much more regular curve. 
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Figure S13. DFT polarization profiles along the x sliding direction of the (a) 𝑊𝑆2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2 and (b) 

𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2 heterogeneous interfaces, obtained via vertically relaxed shift calculations (blue curve, 

calculated by QE) and the NEB approach (red curve, calculated by VASP). 

 

4.4 Unnormalized polarization profiles 

In Figs. 4b and 4f of the main text we show the normalized DFT polarization profile calculated by 

the method described in section 1.1. For completeness, in Fig. S14 we present the reference DFT 

curve (blue) without normalization for all the six heterogeneous bilayers considered. In each panel, 

the x-axis is normalized to the intralayer lattice constant of the corresponding bilayer model (see 

Table S5). 

 

 

Figure S14. DFT polarization profiles without normalization for the heterogenous bilayers of (a) 

𝑊𝑆2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2 , (b) 𝑊𝑆𝑒2/𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2 , (c) 𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2 , (d) 𝑊𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2 , (e) 𝑊𝑆𝑒2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2 , and (f) 

𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2 . In each panel, the x-axis is normalized to the intralayer lattice constant of the 

corresponding bilayer model system (see Table S5). 
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4.5 Structural relaxation for local polarization registry index analysis 

In Fig. 4c and 4g of the main text, we presented a local polarization registry index (𝐿𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑊𝑆2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2 

and 𝐿𝑃𝑅𝐼𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2 ) analysis of surface reconstruction in twisted 𝑊𝑆2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2  and 𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2/𝑊𝑆2 

heterogeneous bilayers. Since 𝑊𝑆2 and 𝑀𝑜𝑆2 have practically the same intralayer lattice vectors, 

we generated, using the LAMMPS14 package, a 0.5° twisted 𝐴𝐵 stacked 𝑊𝑆2/𝑀𝑜𝑆2 bilayer, where 

surface reconstruction is apparent. On the contrary, 𝑀𝑜𝑆𝑒2  and 𝑊𝑆2  have an intrinsic ~4% 

intralayer lattice mismatch. Hence, surface reconstruction is obtained already for the aligned 

unstressed parallelly stacked bilayer interface, which we generated. Periodic boundary conditions 

were applied in the lateral directions and in the vertical direction a sufficiently large vacuum size of 

10 nm was applied to avoid spurious interactions between adjacent bilayer images. The intralayer 

interactions were described via the Stillinger–Weber (SW) potential27, and the interlayer 

interactions were calculated using a recently parameterized Kolmogorov–Crespi type potential.28 

The Fire algorithm18 was used with a force tolerance of 10−6 eV/Å to relax the structure (including 

the box dimensions) keeping the lower atomic sublayer of the bottom layer fixed to mimic a rigid 

substrate. 
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Coordinates of typical high symmetry stacking modes of the studied systems 

 

1. AB stacked h-BN bilayer. 

#lattice vectors (angstrom) 

  2.510628370   0.000000002   0.000000000 

  -1.255314683   2.174268292   0.000000000 

   0.000000000   0.000000000 100.000000000 

#coordinates, x, y, z (angstrom) 

B             0.0000000003        1.4495129197       48.3247041885     

B             1.2553152743        0.7247553736       51.6749704473     

N             1.2553146837        0.7247553736       48.3238024374     

N             2.5106283700        0.0000000005       51.6765229269     

 

2. AB stacked 𝑴𝒐𝑺𝟐 bilayer. 

#lattice vectors (angstrom) 

   3.155546256   -0.000000000    0.000000000 

  -1.577773128   2.732783219    0.000000000 

   0.000000000   0.000000000   100.000000000 

#coordinates, x, y, z (angstrom) 

Mo           -0.0000000019        1.8218554863       46.9621226257     

Mo            1.5777732418        0.9109277422       53.0384762961    

S               1.5777732418        0.9109277422       48.5269433744    

S               3.1555462557        0.0000000000       54.6058888545    

S               1.5777732418        0.9109277422       45.3939300565    

S               3.1555462557        0.0000000000       51.4726387828    

 

3. Stacking mode II of 𝟏𝑻’ − 𝑾𝑻𝒆𝟐 bilayer. 

#lattice vectors (angstrom) 

    3.4678156241037703    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 

    0.0000000000000000    6.2594374611544925    0.0000000000000000 

    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   111.0628404694354856 

#coordinates, x, y, z (angstrom) 

Te    0.0000000000000000    5.6275511620364318   50.6119721911902403    

Te    0.0000000000000000    4.3750842016263460   56.8633773144354961    

Te    1.7339078120518852    1.2670529173689027   57.5126033284901581    

Te    1.7339078120518852    2.5416023901916431   50.0000000000000000    
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Te    1.7339078120518852    5.3440858591078406   61.0628404694354856    

Te    1.7339078120518852    4.7257387913241642   53.5513980140315482    

Te    0.0000000000000000    1.5523872431109862   54.1979244499327422    

Te    0.0000000000000000    2.1773177475295609   60.4504060033088848    

W    0.0000000000000000    5.9687468627887768   59.0737371497863109     

W    0.0000000000000000    3.1632668375055228   51.9912153327301709     

W    1.7339078120518852    0.9308084726492641   52.2032805484601425     

W    1.7339078120518852    3.7361040556833243   58.8553067785679502     

 

4. AB stacked 𝑾𝑺𝟐/𝑴𝒐𝑺𝟐 bilayer.  

#lattice vectors (angstrom) 

    3.1869612949999997    0.0000000000000000     0.0000000000000000 

   -1.5934806474999998    2.7599894423477522     0.0000000000000000 

    0.0000000000000063    0.0000000000000109   100.0000000000000000 

#coordinates, x, y, z (angstrom) 

W      1.5934806475000032    0.9199964807825768   52.9998502644904477 

Mo   -0.0000000000000084    1.8399929615651667   46.9881569456243824 

S       3.1869612949999997    0.0000000000000000   54.5656789693687898  

S       3.1869612949999997    0.0000000000000000   51.4363334198148365  

S       1.5934806475000030    0.9199964807825763   48.5398442757292514  

S       1.5934806475000027    0.9199964807825760   45.4323775491066897  

 

5. AB stacked 𝑴𝒐𝑺𝒆𝟐/𝑾𝑺𝟐 bilayer.  

#lattice vectors (angstrom) 

    3.2514895350000002    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 

   -1.6257447675000001    2.8158725374492515    0.0000000000000000 

0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   100.000000000000000 

#coordinates, x, y, z (angstrom) 

Mo    1.6257447674999885    0.9386241791497572   53.0782399021381011 

W    0.0000000000000115    1.8772483582994943   46.9096955477169004  

Se    3.2514895350000002    0.0000000000000000   54.7656701075482886  

Se    3.2514895350000002    0.0000000000000000   51.3924568990014450  

S     1.6257447674999885    0.9386241791497572   48.4506997807832605  

S     1.6257447674999885    0.9386241791497572   45.3654791869464589  

 


